
UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS 
Empty Pedestals Project 
Conceived by Marc Blane 
March 26-Aprll 20, 1991 
Tt>o Empty Pedestals Project Is an experimental forum to examine art in the urban environment ot 
the late twentieth century Tbe project will locus on what might bo called predoslgnaled public art 
sites, that term referring to a space that to dato has not boon erased Four of these sites in Now 
York City will serve as the basis lor now proposals by artists and architects Those aro: Tho Crotona 
ParK Fountain In the Bronx; the Grieg Bust In Prospect Part*. Brooklyn; the Discus Thrower on 
Randairs Island, and tho Jacob Schift Fountain on the Lower East Sido of Manhattan Participants 
Include 
Ron Baron. Karen Bormann ♦ Joanlne Centuorl, Paul Castruccl, Carl Chu, 
Curtis Cravens. Caleb Crawford. Sandy Golds. Jesse Good. Stove Greene. 
Sholla Klein, Sfephon Korns, Michael Lallckl, Paul Landon, Linda 
Llndroth ♦ Craig Ntwlck, Nlckl Logls, Peter Lynch, Mike Meti. Carolyn 
Moskowltx, Gary Paige, Oan Peterman, Joe Pomar, Charles Renfro ♦ Ann 
Nixon, Chris Scholz, Peter Sobok. 

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION FORM 
I would to make a ol (- 
deductable to the tut erleol ot H>e low. a 
STOREFRONT FOR ART AN? ARCHTECTIRE 

Contributor $30 or more 
DONOR $50 or more 
SUSTAINER $100 0r more 

$250 or more 
$500 or more 

$1000 or more 

SPONSOR 
PATRON 
BENEFACTOR 

THE STATE OF HEAVEN 
by Mel Chin 
June 5-July 20, 1991 
will directly address the severe nature ot ozone depletion. The project will take 
the torm ot an Immense hand-knotted carpet, the pattern corresponding to 
computer global cloud model. The carpet will ‘float’ in a tent/harness and 
undergo a continual state ot programmed destruction. 

Strati 

PUBLICATION STAFF 
Kyong Park: Founder/Oiroclor 
Shir In Neshat: Co Director 
Jana Dodds: Co Diractor 
Stephen Korns: Disc Program Director 
OaveJ Hanawjir Graphic Design 
Howard F. Soitgman Treasurer 
Raul Bustos Installation Asslslnnt 
Sung Joo: Installation Assistant 
BOARO OF DIRECTORS 
Clifton Baton 
Mojdoh Barattoo 
Elizaboth Oilier 
Dennis L Do lie ns 
David Hammons 
Bull Kavolman 
Richard Plunz 
Ludo Pozzl 
BOARD OF ADVISORS 
Kant Berwick 
Peter Cook 
Chris Dercon 
Rchaid Haas 
Toyo Ho 
Nam June PaA 
Michael Sorkln 
Jamos Wines 

Front #4 Reports ol Eiplorallons and Surveys ol lha Thirty Filth Parallel 
A Pro|ecl by Oan Hoflman fl pp 19 illustrations $10 paper 

Front #3 Project DMZ 
Theoretical proposals by international architects and artists tor events, strategies, designs. 
ob|eds and Ideas to provoke the elmtnatton ol the DMZ and the reunillcation ot North and South 
Korea With essays by Frederick Ted Castle. Ken Saylor and Kyong Park 64 pp 60 IllustraUons 
SS paper 
Front #2 BUILDING PROJECTS by Macdonald & Sailor 
Recent projects by the London-based architocts. which express an explosive yet sensitive 
marriage between Industrial machinery and anthropomorphic forms. Introduction by Lebbeus 
Woods 24 pp 20 lOustrabons SS paper 

P!•••• send me 
Kindly add $2 lot pot lag* and handling for on* publication. S3 for two. $4 for 
thr** Also, pi© a so mak* chocks payabl* to STOREFRONT 

ANNUAL INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTS 
CONTRIBUTORS ($30 or more): 
Todd A young. Roger Bees ton, Robert Beyor. Eric Breitbart. DanutO J. Bruzas. In Souk 
Cho. Sherman Clark#. Jaft and Cynthia Co*. Joseph A. De Pace. Barbara Ess. Karen 
Fairbanks. Wendy FeueR. Clark Fidalia. May Gardnar. Cindy Preston & Jim Goss. 
Retnaldo P Gutierrez. Lawrence M Gulterman. David Hanawalt. Donald Harvey. 
Toh Chlng Hsteh. Marshal Hyde, Huzela Irianl. Jonathan Kirk . Daniel A. Kodemewski, 
Carin Kyonl. Won Kyu. Armond LaGardeur. Wayne A linker. Lucy bppard. Charles F 
lowrey. Elizabeth Martin, James McCormack. Amy B Milier.Joan M.tchetl. Mouse King 
Foundation. Chrii Neville. Keisuke Okl. Linda Poliak. Dagmar Richter. Howard 
Rosenthal, Jeltereon Schierbeek. Michael W Smith. Barbara 0 Stobin, Wood ♦ Design 
DONORS ($50 or more): 
Aahok Bhavnanl. Susan Chorpenmng. Janls Hall.Peler Lund Jensen. Mary Miss. Wendy 
♦ Mike Nadior. Ma> Prolach. Christopher Scholz, Daniel Schmitt. Harry R Simlno. 
Doris Via. Dennis Adams and Jody R Walker, Paul Warchol, Michael Manhedi and 
Manon Wetsa. ’M 

OPERA TION DESERT CLOUD 
by 

PEARSON POST INDUSTRIES 

Zemei 
SUSTAINERS ($100 or more): 
Olga ♦ John Batoh. Micheie Bertomen. Howard M Cohn, Curtis Cravens. Marta Del Rio, 
Dirk Denison. Etlerbe Bucket. Inc . Marc Freidus. Giflord Foundation. Leslie Gill 
Henry Smith Miller ♦ Hawhlnson Architects. Louisa Hoflman. Crelg S. Konyk and 
Matilda McOuakl, Harold Rlvkln, Siudto Partnership Architects. Franco Martnai and 
Anna Thorsdobr 
SPONSORS ($250 or more): 
Richard Haas. Louis Muller. Gifcert P Schalet. Ill 
PATRONS ($500 or more): 
Yaron HecAet. Eylan Kautman 

BENEFACTORS ($1,000 or more): 
Philp Johnson 
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“We only know what we know, and that's very little (trom the cover page) 
to create a controlled environment that will introduce, test 
and demonstrate new ideas and new technologies from 
America s leading defense industries The test chamber 
also contains PEARSON POST INDUSTRIES s TPL-2. 
television equipped podium-based ballistic missile 
launcher, the world's only podium based, automated, armed 
entertainment system. Built around a replica of the 
presidential podium, the TPL-2 is outfitted with two side- 
mounted video monitor/launch tube (VIMLET) containers, 
each containing one 20-inch color television monitor and 
four 6-inch diameter mssile launch tubes. The TPL-2 Is 
thus capable of broadcasting EBN/PSMVs (the Emergency 
Broadcasting Network Public Service Music Vidoes), and 
launching up to eight randomly-tracked unguided missiles 
by rotating the VIM LET into launch or broadcasting 
positions. 

Another defense entertainment invention of 
PEARSON POST INDUSTRIES is the GULFBAG TM. 
shoulder-mounted recreational missile launch system 
The GULFBAG TM Is optically sighted through a bag 
mounted swivelling blast plate/viewfmder, and is capable 
of launching randomly-tracked missiles safely from 
outdoor or indoor positions, thus increasing its operational 
flexibility as a quick-response, firepower display-based 
audience response enhancement device. 

its been on again, o/t again, and then on again, now ott 
again 

-'Three more missiles, six missiles, ten missiles, as many 
as 20 missiles * 

Other components of the OPERATION DESERT 
CLOUD will be EBN (Emergency Broadcast Network), 
which opened its first program on January 14th 1991 in 
conjuction with the beginning of the war in Persian Gulf. 
Some of the main programs of EBN are Smart Weapons 
Works Perfectly, The Weapons of Desert Storm , and 
continuing news/image coverage of the Gulf War. 

Other programs of EBN are presentaton of the 
various MMABS produced and operated by PEARSON POST 
INDUSTRIES. The first is Hardened Mobile Launcher 
(HML), airwave surveillance and broadcast reprocessing 
equipment that was deployed on top of a modified multi¬ 
axe! Chevrolet Caprice Classic stationwagon. capable of 
intercept, descramble and remix conventional network 
programs. Another vehicle-based MMABS system was the 
EBN Capitol-mobile, a mobile capital replica mounted on a 
Fofd r pickup truck, equipped with nine color 
television monitors linked by twormanually-operated 
amplitied video switchers fed from 4 VHS video cassette 
recorders. The EBN Capitol-mobile was deployed in July 
of 1990, ennaamo in 5 sorties min Rncinn 

rwuomn is line a sore tooth, ya know, it's got to 
come out. and, even though it's painful, it's got to come 
out. ya know * 

Smart Weapons Work Perfectly 
•Smart weapons work perleclly and always save the day 
The ideas is to let smart weapons do the job. and do it more 
elli clently, decreasing the risk. Soldiers and pilots don't 
have to get right on top ot their targets to destroy them Not 
surprisingly, the development of smart weapons has 
revolutionized military strategy A tank like this Is easy 
Prey One the target has been ,dent,lied the weapon goes in 
lor the kill adjusting its course as needed, 

A smart weapon Is smart because it has an 
electronic sensor that looks tor a target, and a computer 
brain that identities It The U S has more than titty 
varieties ot robotic bombs, missiles and torpedoes Robotic 
weaponry Is designed to replace human brains with 

the public relations officer 
j. the world's leader in 

I would like to 
experimental prototype 

complete, 
testing and demonstrating 

■ are now emerging from 
technologies. The main 

_ ,s ,he fully enclosed anatoic test 
The wa,,s °* ,he chambers are covered with 

magnetic omission absorbing materials to create a 
-1 environment In which to test powerlul new 

The chamber components were 

tor Hearson Post Industries 
delense entertainment technologies 
welcome you to E.P.G.O.T 
gallery of tomorrow. 

E.P.G.O.T is a gallery that will never be 
but will always be introducing, f 
new ideas and new technologies that 
the cream and centers of American 
component of E P G O T 
chamber. 
almost a thousand specially designed 

controlled i 
electronic systems 

aix Network 

STOREFRONT 

NUCLEAR HERITAGE PARK 

produced at one ol Pearson Post Industries many 
manufacturing facilities, where speed ot production takes 
second place to safety but effeciency is always a lop 
priority, because Pearson Post Industries knows 
quality production can only be attained by its highly skilled 
team of technical experts, scientists and engineers whose 
efforts are overseen by management that cares about 
people. 

Nuclear Recycling Consultants, to initiate one of the 
worlds greatest engineering protects ol the 21 st century. 
Nuclear Heritage Park 

Spinls were high as the ground was broken tor this 
massive undertaking, and the staff and the crew celebrated 
the beginning of the most elaborate lobule to modern 
technolgy ever constructed What was only a cartoon 
fantasy of our faith in human progress through science 
became a reality as conduction crews began work on a 
remote abandoned missile base near Plattsburgh. New 
York. Beginning the task ol transforming it into a 
wonderland of fully functional replicas of some of man s 
most powerful technology which will serve as educational 
and exciting exhibitions, rides and amusements What was 
once a technolgy of death and destruction will be convened, 
m the words ol Jay Cntchtey. the director of the NRC, into 
a hands on educational and historical took at the political 

and cultural dynamics of the nuclear 

w^M,£0.-ES MUSIC television have in common with 
MULTtPLE INOEPENOENTLY-TARGETA8LE REENTRY 
VEHICLES? 
PEARSON POST INDUSTRIES WANTS YOU TO KNOW 
MTV is something you watch to relax. MIRV is 
something you use to load five thermonuclear warheads Into one 
missile and deliver them to within 100 yards of five separate 
targets They're both dangerous. They're both supported 
by multi billion dollar Industries that Incorporate state-of-the-art 
technology to create spectacular products which are used to 
dominate and pacify large populations 
And they're both paid lor by the American people. 
Those dollars are suDDortlnn Hniivuunnri c ens* rol urn 

age and its heritage, 
as well as just plain old fun for the whole family.* 

When ns finally complete. Nuclear Heritage 
Park will offer all the vacation enjoyment of a luxury 
resort with shops and restaurants, and affordable 

fun starts at fascinating exhibitions like this one. which 
features a colorful display of exotic weapon systems 
collected from around the globe and beautifully restored to 
their original conditions, accompanied by informative 
visual aids and interactive displays. Located at the edge of 
beautiful Lake Champlain near the Adirondack mountains 
Nuclear Heritage Park wll offer visitors plenty oi 
sunny weather to enjoy while strolling about the 40 square 
mile grounds. But when relaxation begins to turn into 
boredom, it s time to step up the action and get in tine lor 

foomo we have used e its awesome 
responsibility that has come to us We thank go it has 

...» cnamoer or t.H.G.O T. contains the heart of 
Pearson Post Industries' defense entertainment 
system, The TPL-2 (Tele Podium Launcher), a television 
equipped podium based ballistic missile launcher. The 
TPL-2 is being used in a series of tests to determine 
effectiveness of automated and manually operated 
entertainment systems. 

uning me park are the beautifully restored Allas 
missile silos, which once served as the backbone of 
America's deterrence force. Demonstration flights occur 
every hour on the hour, and include not just the Atlas bul 
the Nike Sprint anti-ballistic missile interceptors, and 
of course the big daddy ol them all. the IIX Peacekeeper 
missile, which packs a multiple warhead punch, providing 
the biggest bang for the buck. Just look at them go 
Another successful launch and the crowds love it 

And if it's night life you are after, come to the War 
Room, a full sue replica of the war room at the Pentagon, 
and watch as our technicians struggle to maintain control 
of technology gone haywire Its better than any laser ligh 
show at a rock concert because you know the action is lor 
real. You will be dazzled as scenario after scenario is 
played out on a giant screen, and the excitement builds to a 
frenzied climax that will take your breath away. 

And if you still want more, the next step is the 
nudear powered rocket sled. Feel the blood rush to the 
back of your brain as you are propelled down the track at 
700 mph. but always in complete safety. More G-Force 
excitement is in store at any one of the numerous ejection 
seal rides, all levels for beginners to advanced are there 
for the whole family to enjoy. But if you've had one too 
many G's. and you need an escape from reality, climbing 
aboard any one of our many simulators, where you can test 
your skills, excercise your eye-hand coordination and 
improve your reflexes. Using state of the art artificial 

Built around a replica of the presidential 
the TPL-2 is outfitted with two side mountc 
monitor/launch tube (VIMLAT) container: 
containing one 20-Inch color television monitor ar 
inch diameter launch tubos. The TPL-2 is thus a 
broadcasting the EBN PSMVs and launching up 
randomly-tracked unguided missiles 
accomplished by rotating the VIMLAT contair 
launch position using a powerful chain & gear 
driven by a SEAR's 1/2 horsepower electric gar* 
opener. At the push of button, the TPL-2 will i 
SKfe mounted video monitor/launch tube container 


